
3. Military Leadership in the Age of the Buccaneers, 1667—1698

 

Julián Carrisoli died in 1667. The mantle of indigenous leadership that he 
had borne was taken up by his eldest surviving son, Luis,  who wished to 

carry on with the process of cultural translation that his father had begun, 
and who worked to convince his superiors of his effectiveness as a mediator 
in order to retain his father’s position at the apex of the Spanish 
administrative structure of the Darién. Luis would make use of his kinship 
ties and a policy of gift-giving in order to gather about him a cadre of self-
styled Indian leaders who would follow his commands. In his attempt to 
effect the tribalization of the Tule, Luis presumed that because the Indians 
already lived in a militarized society ruled by regional chieftains, his task 
would be to establish his own legitimacy as a leader of warriors within the 
culture. He could then use his position within Tule society to further the 
needs of Spanish officials as they fought to set in place a working provincial 
administration in eastern Panamá.

1

 1

Julián Carrisoli’s legitimacy with the Indians had been based on his adoption 
by a respected Tule elder. Because Julián had taken an Indian wife, his son 
Luis enjoyed an even firmer foothold within the indigenous culture. Under 
the Tule system of matrilineal descent, Julián Carrisoli’s offspring would trace 
their lineage through their mother’s family, a situation that would have 
obtained whether Julián had been a full-blooded Tule Indian or a European. 2

 

Luis’s familial connection to the Tule had resonance on both sides of the 
cultural divide that he tried to bridge; his parentage could be deployed to 
advantage in either the Spanish or the Indian realm. In fact, the exact 
details of his cultural paternity lost their specificity in Indian country, and 
the story of his parentage was subject to change. For example, as I 
discussed in the previous chapter, Julián Carrisoli was a polygamist with 
several Indian wives when he made contact with the Spanish in 1635. In his 
later years Julián–as well as his superiors–studiously forgot this 
transgression. A generation later, his son, seeking confirmation in his 
father’s offices, informed officials in Panamá City and Madrid that his mother 
had been nothing less than the empress of all of the Darién. 3

 

Luis Carrisoli concocted this patently false assertion because he knew that his 
embellished lineage would resonate more deeply with the officials on the 
King’s Council of the Indies than his real one would. His aim–which was to 
make the long-term conquest of the Darién recognizable, predictable, and 
palatable to the imperial bureaucrats in Madrid–would certainly be assisted 
by this grandiose fabrication. The marriage of his father with the empress of 
the Darién Indians would bring to mind the dynastic unions that had joined 
several of the Spanish conquistadors in Peru and Mexico with the indigenous 
ruling classes during the sixteenth century. 4

 

Luis Carrisoli aimed to reorient the Spanish conception of the Darién, 
changing his superiors’ image from one that saw the region as a chaotic 
wilderness teeming with hostile Indians into an indigenous empire with an 
illustrious political lineage. If the Darién Indians could be proven to possess a 
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viable usable past, then perhaps their future within the Spanish empire 
could be equally viable.  From the Tules’ vantage point Luis’s actions were 

equally creative, inasmuch as he worked to gather under his command a 
community of young men who were willing to perform as a militia unit. 
Carrisoli’s goal was a modest one: to have at his disposal a reliable party of 
men who could be led into battle whenever the isthmus was threatened. Luis 
hoped to force the indigenous culture to conform to the Spanish 
preconceptions of it, and to place on his own shoulders the mantle of a 
native warlord, whether the Tule had previously recognized such a position or 
not. The young man hoped to place himself, at least in the eyes of the 
Spanish officials to whom he wrote, at the apex of the indigenous tribal 
system. Tribes were, after all, organized around the warriors who empowered 
them to carry out the acts of aggression and warfare necessary to their 
survival.

5

Luis Carrisoli’s attempt to create a new nexus of Tule power had many 
unintended consequences. Several village leaders established contact with 
the Spanish and other European intruders independent of Luis Carrisoli’s 
mediation. These men, acting on their own, would challenge his claims to 
primacy within the Hispano-Tule structure that he had established. They 
could organize parties of troops as easily as he had, and they did not need 
his mediation in order to convince Europeans entering the region that they 
had all of the attributes of a powerful native lord.

 

The Carrisolis were the first to craft pieces of the puzzle to fit into a 
somewhat coherent pattern of indigenous leadership that Spanish officials 
could recognize. But nothing about that puzzle required a Carrisoli’s 
presence to hold it together. A Tule village leader simply needed a modicum 
of local support and the ear of a Spanish official or a foreign intruder in order 
to lay claim to a position of leadership within the province.

 

This chapter focuses on how Luis Carrisoli staked his own claim to indigenous 
and imperial leadership in Indian country and cemented a tribal system in 
eastern Panamá where none had existed before. Chapter 4 studies the 
activities of a cadre of Indian leaders who arose to challenge Carrisoli’s 
monopoly on the foreign affairs of the province. Those Tule men had 
succeeded in creating their own axes of local power and would soon upset the 
position Luis had fashioned for himself.

A Mestizo Spanish Official

 

On June 17, 1667, the presidente of the Audiencia of Panamá, Don Juan 
Pérez de Guzmán, named Luis Carrisoli maestre de campo of the province of 
the Darién, an office that had fallen vacant due to the death of his father, 
Julián, who had held the same office.  The young Carrisoli, however, was 

awarded a yearly salary of only 300 pesetas, half of what his father had 
enjoyed. Although the presidente mentioned the good will that the Indians 
of the province held toward the young man as a sign most positive in his 
favor, he still saw fit to award him the position on a probationary basis. Luis 
would need to carry out tangible services to the crown before Spanish 
officials in Panamá City would fully accept the Carrisoli family as the bearer 
of a tradition of honor and good service worthy of instant royal reward.

6
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The persistent attacks of the buccaneers would give Luis Carrisoli many 
opportunities to prove his worth to his superiors. Whenever Spain and 
England were at war after 1660, Portobelo and Panamá City, the only two 
cities worthy of the name on the isthmus, came under attack by pirate 
forces. These two settlements were not considered important due to their 
wealthy populations or their inherent worth, though they did straddle 
strategic Caribbean and Pacific sea-lanes. The isthmus was such a tempting 
target for the pirates primarily because it served as the great warehouse at 
which the riches of the Spanish system of monopoly trade were stored and 
exchanged as they awaited shipment back to Seville. 7

 10

When news arrived that the galleon fleet was en route to the isthmus, 
officials at Portobelo issued an official summons to the merchants at Lima 
and Quito and set in motion the preparations for the Portobelo fair, at which 
the merchants would trade for the goods from Spain and Europe.  The goal 

of the pirates was to attack Portobelo when the fleet was at anchor and the 
silver was temporarily stored in local warehouses. Sir Francis Drake had 
established this reliable pattern of operations in the sixteenth century.

8

9

 

The failure of Drake’s expedition of 1595, however, exposed the dangers that 
freebooters faced in attempting to operate on the isthmus for an extended 
period of time when the fleets were not in port.  The entire lesson of 

Drake’s failure, however, would not be fully established until the middle of 
the seventeenth century, when the activities of Captain Henry Morgan would 
make clear to all future buccaneers that the cities of the isthmus were of no 
value in themselves, having precious little treasure to yield. Profits would 
come only to those crews that chose a strategy of high mobility and were 
willing to operate for extended periods on land. Seaborne operations in the 
Caribbean had to be followed by an overland journey across the isthmus so 
that operations in the South Sea could be initiated and the riches of Peru 
could be plundered.

10

 

Morgan came close to achieving the ideal of greatest mobility, executing 
several attacks, primarily land operations, on the isthmus. Morgan’s crews 
comprised large numbers of ex-soldiers recruited at Jamaica, and his assaults 
on Portobelo in 1668 and 1671 and his capture of Panamá City in 1671 were 
examples of well-coordinated amphibious operations.  Although Morgan 

became a hero in England when he captured and destroyed Portobelo and 
Panamá City in 1671, his men failed to carry away an impressive amount of 
plunder from the burning cities. When the spoils were divided at the close of 
the campaign, a single man’s share was calculated at a mere £15 to £18. 
From a financial point of view, therefore, Morgan’s dramatic assaults on the 
isthmus amounted to Pyrrhic victories, the rewards of which did not justify 
the risks incurred.

11

12

 

Morgan’s attacks, and those carried out in the following decade by the 
remnants of his crews, provided opportunities for Luis Carrisoli to prove 
himself as an active defender of the Spanish crown. It was a chance for the 
young man to show that the foundations laid by his father had provided him 
with means he might use to defend the colonial center at Panamá City. 
Julián Carrisoli’s project of incremental colonial control had secured the 
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Darién, and, it could be argued, freed the region’s indigenous warriors to be 
deployed by his son to defend the entire colony.

Throughout the early years of the 1670s, Luis strove to convince the 
Audiencia and the crown that he deserved the same salary that his father 
had enjoyed.  Luis Carrisoli would soon have definite actions to back up his 

previous requests, for on December 15, 1670, the presidente learned that 
Morgan’s expedition had set off from Jamaica, and he immediately ordered 
Luis to come to Panamá City with a hundred Indian auxiliaries for the 
conservation and defense of the first city of the isthmus.

13

14

 15

Luis was to come with his Indians and their weapons, and they were 
expected to be trained and prepared for militia service. Most important, Luis 
was ordered to take care to leave affairs in the Darién in good order, for it 
would be a grave disaster if a rebellion erupted in Indian country while 
Carrisoli was bogged down in Panamá City. Luis and his squadron of Indian 
archers arrived in a timely fashion, and although a hundred men could do 
nothing to turn the tide against Morgan’s forces, the agility with which he 
responded to the summons was noted. Several months after the danger 
passed, the presidente informed the crown of his good services. On 
November 26, 1672,  and again on December 31, 1673,  Carrisoli was 

commended by the crown for his great contributions to the defense against 
Morgan’s incursion. His Indian archers were praised for having performed 
their duties in an orderly fashion and for boosting the morale of the besieged 
at Portobelo. In addition, after Panamá and Portobelo had fallen into enemy 
hands, the young maestre de campo worked to organize the Spanish 
refugees who had amassed at the Chagres river, ignoring the impulse to turn 
his back on a lost cause and return to the relative safety of Indian country.

15 16

17

The Carrisoli Family, Royal Rewards, and Status

 

In the years following Morgan’s attack, the Spanish crown made several 
outward displays of gratitude to Luis Carrisoli. By those acts the crown 
recognized the Carrisoli family as a prized asset in the consolidation of the 
Darién. In 1676, for example, Luis’s salary was finally upgraded to match 
what his father had enjoyed,  and royal gratitude embraced Luis’s brother 

Antonio as well: he was praised as a man willing to share the burdens of 
defending the Spanish position in Indian country. In recompense for these 
many valuable services, the crown recognized a responsibility to the Carrisoli 
family as an entity.

18

19

 

Evidence that the crown was extending preference to the entire Carrisoli 
clan, and not just to Luis or his brother as individuals, appeared in the 
provisions made for Isabel Carrisoli, Luis and Antonio’s sister. Following a 
petition the brothers had placed before the Audiencia on November 26, 
1672, the crown granted Isabel Carrisoli 4,000 pesos if she wished to enter a 
convent, or 6,000 pesos to be used for her dowry. The crown allowed her to 
choose either option in consultation with her family. 20

 

The royal grant to Isabel was an extraordinary act on several levels, and it 
reflected the Carrisolis’ desire to make their mark within the stratified social 
order at the administrative center in Panamá City. There were no convents in 
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the Darién to which Isabel could be entrusted at that time, nor were there 
marriage prospects in Indian country that would justify the provision of so 
large a dowry. Luis and Antonio had clearly decided that their services to the 
crown, in conjunction with their royal offices and titles, entitled them to the 
treatment afforded to a family of high social standing. They wished 
consideration as men of importance on a provincial scale, and prestige of the 
sort they desired could carry weight only in Panamá City. 21

The young men took the story of their mother’s exalted birth very seriously, 
and in their request on behalf of their sister Isabel they used it to lay claim 
to higher social status within the Spanish world. The petition was a clear 
announcement to the members of the Audiencia that the Carrisoli brothers 
wished to be regarded as the leaders of an honorable family that had, by 
design, mixed its Spanish blood with that of the imperial rulers of the Darién 
Indians in order to direct those Indians along the path to hispanicization. 
The brothers wished to put to rest any lingering doubts Spanish officials 
might still be entertaining about their allegiances, and their desire to ensure 
their sister’s ability to marry a Spaniard of a suitably elevated station was 
aimed to allay those doubts. 22

 20

The Carrisoli brothers illustrated that they not only understood but had also 
internalized the Iberian code of family honor. Even though they had the 
blood of an Indian empress coursing through their veins and lived among the 
untamed savages of the Darién, the Carrisolis wanted there to be no 
question that their family was made up of good Catholics who thought like 
Spaniards, acted like Spaniards, worshipped as Spaniards did, and, most 
important, wished to provide for their dependents in the manner in which 
Spaniards of their status provided for theirs.

Frontier Exploration

 

In keeping with the image of the ideal frontier official that he was creating 
for himself, Luis Carrisoli next undertook an expedition to explore the Chocó 
region of the kingdom of New Granada.  If the Carrisoli brothers wished to 

announce to their superiors that they were utterly indispensable to the 
operation of Spanish colonialism throughout the isthmus and that the 
conquest of the Darién was going according to schedule, the pacification of 
an equally problematic neighboring region would be an ideal way to do it.

23

 

Leaving his brother Antonio in command in the Darién, Luis entered the 
Chocó in 1675 with a party of Tule auxiliaries, the entire group being 
supplemented by some men who had had prior commerce with the Indians 
of the area.  The expedition was brief and had been planned to make a 

display for Luis’s superiors rather than to impose any change on the Chocó’s 
condition as a troubled region of the empire. Entering the Chocó without 
having been specifically ordered to do so seems to have been meant to show 
the imperial bureaucrats that Luis Carrisoli could assess local situations on 
his own and take action to regulate local situations without burdening the 
crown. The Chocó entrada was the logical next item on an increasingly 
impressive résumé signaling to the presidente in Panamá City that what 
threats remained to the Carrisolian colonial project were external ones.

24

 

Carrisoli’s expedition, although presented as a bold thrust into unknown,  
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unexplored territory, was actually a foray into terrain familiar to him. Despite 
the fact that local officials in Panamá imagined that the Indians at the Gulf 
of Urabá were of an entirely different tribe than those living in the Darién, in 
reality Tule Indians inhabited the region that straddled eastern Panamá and 
the Kingdom of New Granada. Although Luis Carrisoli’s expedition simply 
extended his reach further eastward, in his report of his activities he took 
care to note that he had made contact with the untamed "Chocó Indians" 
and a tribe he called the "Zitara." These groups of Indians were, in fact, Tule 
who lived at the Gulf of Urabá. 25

Gifts for the Indians: The Paniquiri and the Mora

The first recorded gift exchange between a Spanish official and the Darién’s 
Tule Indians occurred in 1676. The presence of this official record of a gift 
exchange reflected the local administration’s acceptance of the conventions 
that were thought to apply in eastern Panamá and beyond.  The Carrisolis, 

father and son, had learned through experience that the loyalties of 
individual Indians, even those to whom they were related, had to be 
continually reinforced through the open exchange of ceremonial gifts. Luis 
Carrisoli convinced the presidente of Panamá that the paniquiris, textiles 
exchanged with the Indians as gifts, should be paid for with royal funding, 
and hence the practice appeared in the colonial record.

26

27

 25

The practice of gift-giving smoothed friendly overtures to strangers or 
unallied leaders, and it could initiate or seal a peace between former 
enemies. The appearance of gifts called  and  in the Spanish 
colonial records occurred after 1676, the time when foreign intruders were at 
their most active in the region. Not coincidentally, this corresponds to the 
period in which the newly minted chieftains were coming to the fore and 
establishing operations independent of Luis Carrisoli. During their 
interactions with the English buccaneers, Indian leaders used skills, tools, 
and weapons acquired and honed through their dealings
with the Carrisolis.

paniquiris moras

28

 

By the middle of the eighteenth century gift exchanges had become an 
integral component of Spanish-Tule relations. As I will discuss in chapter 8, 
by that time the act had been transformed from an entirely indigenous 
practice into an accepted facet of the colonial relationship. The paniquiri and 
the mora would mutate, changing from an entirely personal affair carried out 
between individuals in Indian country into a bureaucratized practice marked 
by the entries in the Audiencia’s ledger books. The usage of the Spanish 
colonial administration on the isthmus adapted to recognize the paniquiri 
and mora as a part of its vocabulary of empire. In the seventeenth century 
the exchange items known as paniquiris and moras were cloth goods that the 
Tule fashioned into clothing, but by the end of the eighteenth century a 
Spanish encyclopedist defined the terms simply as the garments of clothing 
worn by the peoples of the isthmus.  The dictionary definition illustrated 

the manner in which indigenous language, ideas, and practices insinuated 
themselves into the discourse of the metropolis. The magisterial 
was designed, like Wafer’s text, to serve practical imperial purposes as a 
repository of useful knowledge available to colonial planners and 

29

Diccionario
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administrators in Spain and the Americas. The compendium encapsulated 
the available knowledge deemed vital to the operation of the empire, and 
any official who had consulted the tomes before being posted to the isthmus 
would arrive there armed with the knowledge of what the exotic Tule 
paniquiri and mora were. 30

The records reflect that Luis Carrisoli received cash from his superiors in 
Panamá City that he used to purchase textiles and other cloth items to 
exchange with Indian leaders. Rather than serve as a cash transaction made 
with the chiefs in which the textiles were seen as marketable commodities, 
the paniquiri and mora were gift items proffered by Spanish officials in 
Indian country. The freely given textiles were necessities the Tule did not 
manufacture in the quality or quantities the Spanish could provide.

 

After the treaty process that formalized the leadership positions of the new 
Tule chiefs in the 1740s (see chapter 7), Indian leaders demanded the 
paniquiris and moras as part of the compensation packages that comprised 
their administrative salaries, and, most important, those leaders accepted 
the gift in the form of a cash payment. By this point in the relationship the 
paniquiri and mora had become a fully colonial entity and had become 
unmoored from the Tule definition and usage it had once carried. No longer 
an exotic innovation formalized by the Spanish and carried out by the 
Carrisolis, it had become part of the common language used in the practice 
of Spanish-Indian relations.

 

In the seventeenth century the paniquiri and mora had single, Tule 
meanings that the Carrisolis were privileged to comprehend. In the world 
girded by exchange in which the Tule leaders operated, a paniquiri or a mora 
was not to be quantified into the fixed sums of cash that had purchased the 
textiles, nor was the exchange to be made on regular or fixed dates. Gift 
exchange was a fluid process that took place whenever leaders came into 
contact: a host offered food, shelter, and fellowship to his guest, who in turn 
provided items brought with him in exchange. 31

 30

A Spanish official could not rest assured after having distributed paniquiris 
to the men he had assessed to be the most important Indian leaders. The 
very next day a crisis could arise in the form of a pirate invasion, or a rift 
could change Indian allies into enemies, eventualities that would make an 
outreach to new leaders necessary, requiring new gifts. In addition, leaders 
whom one considered allies or clients would need to have these alliances 
reinforced and renewed, a matter especially vital in a time of crisis.  The 

Carrisolis were looking for allies during a crisis, while the Tule leaders looked 
for assurances that they were interacting with a reliable partner who 
understood and would protect their interests.

32

 

Julián Carrisoli and his son Luis had lived for so long in the region that they 
understood the importance of gift-giving and exchange in Tule society. They 
also understood, although they did not pass this information along to their 
superiors, that the Tule were a widely dispersed people who were not 
organized under a hierarchical system of coercive, small-scale chiefdoms. 
Father and son both strove to present a narrative of gradual and incremental 
progress in their management of Indian affairs to their superiors.

Relations with allied groups were maintained and solidified; exploration and 
33
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diplomatic effort continually brought outlying tribes into the fold as allies; 
and the number of Indians willing to accept Christianity was continually 
rising. According to this official story,  it would only be a matter of time 

and persistent effort before all of the tribes living on the isthmus and in the 
nearby regions would be added to the roster of Tule leaders and peoples who 
pledged an allegiance to the Carrisoli family. When that occurred, the once-
troublesome Darién could be declared conquered.

34

The reality of what was being accomplished through the Carrisolian process 
of incremental diplomacy and gift-giving was not completely removed from 
the official story they told, but the distance between the two was great 
enough for them to be read as two distinct narratives. A member of the 
king’s Council of the Indies, who would read many similar dossiers in a day, 
could probably not distinguish the official from a truer or more objective 
version. The presidente in Panamá City, by contrast, might make the 
distinction only after long personal experience, or following a thorough and 
careful survey of the region. In reality the Carrisolis were engaged in the 
gradual collection of Tule leaders under their personal influence and 
allegiance. Julián Carrisoli’s adoption had made him a known entity to other 
Tule leaders, while his son, through his Tule blood and lineage, could operate 
from a slightly stronger position.

 

The Carrisolis acted upon a tight, circular syllogism, pushing it to its logical 
and dangerous conclusion. Their reasoning was as follows: (1) The Darién 
Indians comprised a number of finite tribes, each with a specific leader. (2) 
It seemed possible, given their standing within one of the tribes, to come to 
an arrangement with each of the other leaders. (3) Therefore, the entire 
indigenous population of the Darién could be placed under Spanish 
administration once a sufficient number of such agreements had been made. 
Following the syllogism provided a dangerous course; its perils became 
exposed most starkly when the possibility appeared that perhaps the Indians 
were not organized into separate autonomous tribes. In short, the Spanish 
colonial project in Indian country consisted of the collection of self-styled 
leaders of an Indian polity known as the Darién Indians that did not actually 
exist. 

 

Neither Carrisoli had reported to their superiors that they were engaged in a 
process of attaining, and holding on to, individual autonomous Tule leaders 
as allies. Their reports instead described their endeavors as the harvesting of 
Indian souls for the Catholic faith, which lays bare the dichotomy at the core 
of the Carrisolian colonialism operating on the ground in eastern Panamá. On 
one hand, the Carrisoli clan made use of their connections in Indian society 
in order to manage the Indians’ relationship to Spanish authority. On the 
other hand, the problem inherent in constructing a coercive colonial 
structure through indigenous leaders who possessed neither hierarchical nor 
coercive power doomed the endeavor to fail, even if the futility of the effort 
would not become readily apparent for many years to come.

 35

Luis Carrisoli’s policy of maintaining a strong personal presence in Indian 
country by establishing his position as a gift-distributing war leader was not 
an innovation over which he retained a monopoly. Buccaneers wishing to use 
the Darién as a base from which to attack the Spanish realms in South 
America also used this method in order to draw upon Tule auxiliaries in their 
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own projects.  As they had for Luis Carrisoli, these attempts bore fruit for 

the pirates. European outsiders searched assiduously for reliable Indian 
allies, and, due to their success, by the close of the seventeenth century the 
Spanish had to concede that they could not commit the resources necessary 
to conquer the Tule.

35

The Carrisolian diplomatic program placed the least cultural pressure on the 
Indians, in that the acquisition of alliances did not lead to Spanish intrusion 
into the Tule villages. Leaders did on occasion agree to make villagers 
available to settle the reducciones, but these Indians were volunteers who 
retained cultural ties to their home villages, which neither the Carrisolis nor 
the missionaries were able to penetrate. Although they described their 
actions in language meant to bring to mind the activities of the sixteenth-
century conquistadores, the scope of what the Carrisolis were actually doing 
on the ground was, in the end, rather modest. 36

 

In spite of this fact, Julián Carrisoli was able to convince his superiors that 
his methods and actions were sound, even in the face of persistent Tule 
rebellions and the stubborn refusal by individual bands of Indians to allow 
missionaries to enter the region. The chasm between the reality and the 
reportage was deep and wide, as the rising of 1651 made evident. The 
chasm was also on display when the murders, attacks, and indifference 
suffered by Dominican, Augustinian, and Franciscan missionaries in the 
1660s and 1670s are taken into account.  This period, ominously, 

coincided with that in which Julián Carrisoli was so generously rewarded by 
the Spanish crown on several occasions.

37

 

Official acceptance of the Carrisolian narrative is explained by the utter lack 
of options open to the Spanish. The pirate invasions that followed Morgan’s 
attack of 1670 provided the perfect opportunity for Luis Carrisoli to prove to 
his superiors that he was an indispensable imperial asset. During a period in 
which foreigners were making constant incursions into Indian country, he 
was the only Spanish-appointed official with a foothold in the region who had 
any standing with the native groups. And if Carrisoli informed his superiors 
that gifts were required to keep the Indians from assisting the pirates, then 
the Audiencia would provide for those gifts. In 1676 the sum of 485 pieces 
of eight were paid out to provide paniquiris for the Tule, and in 1680, 600 
pieces of eight were paid out to Luis Carrisoli "for different things which were 
brought in order to be distributed amongst the Indians so that they will act 
against the pirate invaders, and to reduce the Indians to
friendship with us." 38

 

Spanish officials clearly understood that Luis Carrisoli was carrying out acts 
of diplomacy in which expensive, and possibly profligate, gift-giving was 
central. They assumed, however, that Carrisoli was gathering his Indian 
friends to the "Spanish side," and that if he kept vigorously to his project the 
number of Indians on the "Spanish side" would eventually have to 
outnumber those locked into commerce with their enemies. In reality, Luis 
Carrisoli needed the paniquiris in order to solidify and reinforce the amity of 
the Tule leaders whom he had already reported to be on Spain’s "side," for 
Spanish allegiances were being established and nurtured on an expanding 
indigenous model, not an imposed European one. Adding to the difficulties 

 40
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were the foreign interlopers who also sought Indian allies to aid in their 
activities, and who came to the region with their own gifts, paniquiris, and 
moras to distribute to Indian leaders. As a final component of this novel and 
fluid system, the large number of competitors on the ground multiplied 
exponentially the level at which Tule villages interacted with outsiders. Tule 
leaders and, in some cases,  came forward and proved themselves adept 
at managing interactions with those outsiders.

leres

39

English Literary Creations of a Tribal Darién

The bands of buccaneers that entered the isthmus in 1680 were not 
engaging in first contact encounters with the indigenous population of the 
isthmus, but they stubbornly proceeded to act and describe their activities 
as if they were.  Lionel Wafer, introduced in the first chapter, constructed 

an exemplary martial aristocrat named Lacenta, a man who loved hunting as 
much as he enjoyed the perquisites of indigenous rule, was a gracious and 
generous host, and was ultimately prepared to offer Wafer the hand of one of 
his daughters in marriage in order to entice the pirate into remaining in the 
Darién as his royal guest.

40

41

 

The Lacenta of Wafer’s  was a literary creation who stood as 
an exemplar of the kind of sturdy Indian man on whom English-speaking 
intruders could anchor their plans to plant a colony or harass the Spanish. 
Because alliances with the Indians were a necessity in order to counteract 
Spanish influence in the region, Lacenta and other leaders like him would be 
ready to serve the English interest. Luckily for the intruders, the Darién 
Indians were organized under a formal tribal structure, and it was equally 
fortunate that the tribe’s aristocratic leaders were open to English influence.

New Description  

Wafer had been attached to a party of 332 men under the command of 
Captain John Coxon that sacked Portobelo in February 1680. Three other 
men from this buccaneer band wrote accounts of their experiences, and 
although the writers all shared Wafer’s understanding that the Indians had 
been vital to the success of their activities, their depictions of Tule leaders 
were less credible than Wafer’s, though of similar literary value. The texts 
were written by an anonymous "W. D.," Basil Ringrose, and Bartholomew 
Sharpe.

 

The accounts agree in reporting that Indian auxiliaries were of vital 
importance to the buccaneers. Young men increased the armed strength of 
the pirate bands by acting as warriors; guides provided practical assistance; 
and Tule villages provided food and hospitality. After the Portobelo raid, 
Indian informants pointed the pirates in the direction of their main target in 
the Darién, the gold-rich town of El Real de Santa María.  Where the 

accounts diverge from one another is in their description of the indigenous 
political system.

42

 

Two Tule leaders named Andréas and Antonio accompanied Coxon’s 
buccaneers from Portobelo to the Darién, and when, after the sack of El Real 
de Santa María, John Coxon defected from the main band, the chiefs and 
their people left with him. The accounts disagree as to the level of authority 
these men wielded within the Indian culture, with the anonymous W. D. 
reporting that Andréas was in fact the emperor of the Darién, and Ringrose 

 45
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stating that Andréas was a lieutenant under a greater king of the Darién. 43

W. D.’s text makes very brief mention of Andréas, stating that the Indian’s 
primary use to the pirates was in providing intelligence about the nature of 
the Spanish forces in the region.  The author did register some surprise 

when he learned that the emperor of these Indians, who had been rumored 
to be the blood enemies of the Spanish, had a Christian name. W. D., 
recognizing that his earlier statements about the hatred of the Indians for 
the Spanish were perhaps challenged by this information, speculated that 
"some footsteps of Christianity had been planted in [Andréas’s] country by 
the Spaniards, and that either he or his ancestors had been by them 
baptized, though at present they seemed to regard but little what belonged 
unto Christian religion."

44

 

Ringrose’s text provided a much more detailed narrative relating to the 
negotiations with the "king" of the Darién, and it even included a description 
of the kind of gift-giving that was required in order to conduct diplomacy in 
Indian country. This king, a man whom Ringrose markedly differentiated 
from W. D.’s "emperor" Andréas, was described as "wearing royal robes" and 
a "crown of small white reeds."  The king’s children, and all the Indians 

present, went bareheaded before the monarch in a sign of deference and 
respect, and the text recorded that "with these Indians we made an 
exchange, or had truck as it is called, for knives, pins, needles and other 
such like trifles; but in our dealing with them we found them to be very 
cunning.… The King ordered us to have three plantains, with sugarcanes to 
suck, by way of a present. But, when these were consumed, if we could not 
truck we must have starved, for the King himself did not refuse to deal for 
his plantains."

46

47

 

The published pirate accounts all wished to establish that the marauders had 
some legal basis for carrying out operations on the isthmus. This was 
especially important during the late seventeenth century, a moment of 
rapprochement between the English and Spanish governments that had 
recently resulted in a treaty in which the two nations promised to respect the 
legality of each another’s territories in the Americas, a practice that banned 
the commissioning of Caribbean privateers.  Legal privateering required a 

letter of marque from a regal personage, and the descriptions of the pirates’ 
own treaties with the kings and emperors of the Indians were scripted to 
provide the outlaws with some form of legal justification for their actions–or 
so they hoped.

48

 

This group of authors sought to prove that their destructive activities had 
been carried out to provide relief to the oppressed Indians of the Darién. It 
was especially important in this regard that their leaders be presented as 
regal, capable men who had been willing to direct, oversee, and take part in 
the depredations the pirates had visited on the Spanish. This delicate fact, 
coupled with the authors’ prejudicial expectations that the Tule society had 
to be organized around chiefs, explains the nature of the embellished 
descriptions of the native royal personages. 49

 

Ringrose’s description, packing a large amount of information into a brief 
space, presented the King of the Darién as a benevolent tyrant who ruled a 

 50
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population of sharp traders who got the better of the buccaneers in their 
exchanges. The author’s derogatory description of the tight-fisted Indians, 
though problematic, contains a useful description of the level of 
disorientation that attended the intruders’ attempts to negotiate on Indian 
ground. 50

Although the particulars of the descriptions of indigenous royalty contained 
in these texts are easy to discount, their authors do realistically depict the 
manner in which outsiders needed to practice a form of indigenous 
diplomacy in order to attain the assistance they required. Even though the 
pirates were able to convey to the Indians that the two groups might be one 
in their enmity to the Spanish, certain indigenous protocols needed to be 
followed before Tule leaders would offer their assistance to the buccaneers. 
Whether intentionally or not, these texts provided ample evidence of this 
crucial facet of the Tule relationship with the outsiders.

Luis Carrisoli and the Failure of Success

 

The pirates were not the only Europeans gathering Tule auxiliary leaders to 
their side. Luis Carrisoli was forced to mobilize his Indian troops to confront 
the buccaneers, and in April 1680 he escaped the assault on El Real de 
Santa María in a canoe and brought news of the attack to Panamá City. In 
mid-May the presidente of Panamá, Don Alonso de Mercado, ordered Luis 
and two aides to reenter the Darién and entreat the region’s Indians to join 
in the defense against the pirates. This entrada was deemed successful, 
having produced a series of peace agreements that were duly confirmed in 
the Darién in 1681 by the bishop of Panamá, Lucas Fernández
de Piedrahita. 51

 

Luis was commended by the Audiencia for the care and solicitude he showed 
toward the bishop, in what would be an extraordinary visit by the highest-
ranking prelate in the isthmus. Luis served as the bishop’s translator while 
he was in the Darién, and with Carrisoli’s assistance Piedrahita founded new 
reducciones at Cambu, Río Tuíra, and Paya. A letter from the bishop, written 
in 1683, made mention of Luis’s selfless use of his own goods and personal 
funds in order to attract Indians to the newly founded towns. 52

 

Missionization, however, was to take up but a small portion of Luis Carrisoli’s 
energies, for he was in constant motion in confronting the incessant 
intrusions of buccaneers. Counterattacking against a band of pirates in 1685, 
for example, Luis claimed that his party of auxiliaries had killed forty-six of 
the invaders. The following year Carrisoli confronted an enormous army of 
more than three hundred French and English pirates  and forced them to 

retreat to the South Sea.  Later that year indigenous shock troops killed 

eighteen pirates while they attempted to form an encampment at Rancho 
Viejo, and soon thereafter the Spaniards resident at the Gulf of Urabá 
induced the Indians there to kill twenty Frenchmen who had settled down in 
the area, among them the well-known commander named Lorencillo.  Luis 

Carrisoli performed two additional services that particularly endeared him to 
his superiors. In 1691 he deposited 2,175 castellanos  of gold in the 

treasury as the quinto tax levied on gold production; and in 1697 he donated 

53
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466 pesos of his own salary to the defense of the American realms. 57

After twenty years of loyal service and active responses to the foreign 
assaults, the mestizo warlord had achieved the highest measure of respect 
and recognition that an official in his position could have even dreamed of 
attaining. It had been Luis Carrisoli’s goal to gather a force of Tule auxiliaries 
on whom he could rely to confront threats of invasion on the isthmus. He 
succeeded brilliantly at this, and he had even managed to extend his reach 
to the region surrounding the Gulf of Urabá. The presidente of the Audiencia 
of Panamá could report to the crown that Carrisoli could handle invasion 
forces as large as three hundred men strong on site, without need for 
reinforcement. 58

 

The period from 1680 to 1695 was tumultuous and eventful, filled with 
raids, sieges, and other crises. The course that Luis Carrisoli had set for the 
Darién, however, was the single constant in the midst of all the tumult and 
change. He could always be found in the center of the maelstrom, defending 
the empire with his bands of Indian warriors. For his willingness to confront 
danger on a moment’s notice, Luis received the crown’s and the Audiencia’s 
demonstrations of gratitude. The officers of the Spanish state could rest easy 
knowing that they could expect to call on a small, yet highly mobile, armed 
indigenous force to confront crises throughout the isthmus. However, under 
the pressure of the assaults, no one in Madrid or Panamá City had the time 
to catch their breath for long enough to inquire if Carrisoli’s defensive 
strategy was furthering the consolidation of the Darién or simply providing 
the Spanish with a barely tenable position in the region that might erode 
under continued stresses.
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